Region 4 Strategic Habitat Area Advisory Committee
Department of Environmental Quality Wilmington Regional Office*
127 Cardinal Dr. Ext., Wilmington, NC
April 21, 2017
10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Agenda

1. Introduction & logistics
2. Presentation summarizing:
   a. Strategic Habitat Area process
   b. MARXAN
   c. Results from other regions
   d. Priority fisheries/habitats for Region 4
3. Discuss candidate natural resource targets and alteration factors
4. Discuss representation levels and alteration weightings
5. Show draft alteration score layer
6. Identify data sources for corroboration phase
7. Next steps/next meeting

* Due to construction, parking may be limited. Overflow parking is available at the Port City Community Church further south on Cardinal Drive Ext.